Inside Rates and Availability

With flight segments
Without flight segment
By reference point
Corporate/Association rates
One Way rates and Drop Charges

/2#CAL-5OCT/DT-9A/ZI
CAL2OCT-5OCTORD.ICAR/ARR-9A/DT-9A/ZI
CAL2OCT-3OCTDISNEYWORLD/ARR-10A/DT-10A/ZI.ICAR
CAL2OCT-5OCTBOS.ICAR/ARR-1P/DT-1P/CD-ZIB123456
CAL2OCT-5OCTPVD/ARR-9A/DT-9A/DO-BOS.CCAR/ZI

Update Inside Availability

Update car size
Update car type (minivan)
Return to availability from rules

CAU.ICAR
CAU.*V
CAU

Inside Rate Rules

From availability
From sold segment

CAVA1
CAVS1

Avis Sell Entries

Reference sell from rate display
Direct sell with flight segment
Direct sell without flight segment

0A1
/1#0CARZI-5OCTICAR/DT-9A/ID-AB2468
0CARZIN1ORD5OCT-8OCTSCAR/ARR-9A/DT-9A/RC-BEST

Note: Use the direct sell entry when it is not necessary to view a rate display, e.g., corporate rate.
Either /CD-, /ID- or /RC-BEST are required for Avis to return a rate in a direct sell entry.

Optional Fields

Arrival time
Billing Reference
Avis assigned#
AWD#
Coupon Code
Drop off date
Drop off location
Frequent Traveler#
Avis Wizard#
Name if other than first name in pnr
Pickup Location
Request best rate or rate code
Supplemental information
Unlimited Budget
Special Equipment
GPS

/ARR-9A
/SI-CCI-123456
/BS-2468999A
/CD-B123456
/PC-ZIABCD123
/DD-8SEP
/DO-EWR
/FT-UA12345
/ID-AB246H
/NM-HILL TOM
/PUP-SFOC01
/RC-BEST
/SI-CLIENT PREFERENCES RED CAR
/SI-BA-999999999
/SQ-CST
/SQ-NAV

Modify Car Segment

Modify Pickup and drop off dates
Pickup dates
Drop off dates
Car type
Optional fields

CAM2D/5OCT-8OCT
CAM2D/5OCT
CAM2D/-8OCT
CAM2T/SCAR
CAM2O/CD-B123456

Avis Location Index

By Avis location
By reference point
Redisplay last index
Availability rate from line 3 of display

CAIMIA/ZI
CAIBRONXZOO/ZI
CAI*R
CAL3/1OCT-4OCT/ARR-9A/DT-9A.ICAR

Avis policies

Avis Policy
Avis City Policy

CADZI or CADZI/SPECIFIC KEYWORD
CADZIMIA or CADZIMIA/SPECIFIC KEYWORD

SaveUs Avis Automation Assistance

US
Canada
Queue a message
Queue a PNR
Avis travel agent help desk

1-800-522-2847
1-800-284-7457
QES/L1M
QEP/QFA/1#CZI
travelhelpdesk@avisbudget.com
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